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In order to advance everyday care, today’s health systems must optimize 
engagements with every patient while also improving quality of life for caregivers. 

In order to do so, they face a diverse set of challenges related to:

SAFETY

1 in 31 hospital patients has at least one Hospital 
Acquired Infection (HAI) on any given day.1 

5–10% of hospital patients in the United States
experience an HAI each year.1 

687,000 cases of HAI were recorded in a 2015 
survey of U.S. acute care hospitals.1 

SECURITY

91% of “visual hacking” attempts—in which confidential patient 
data is viewed on an employee’s screen—are successful.2 

49% of visual hacking trials show that the first breach 
takes less than 15 minutes to complete.2

68% of the time, visual hackers were not
stopped by employees.2

SATISFACTION

125 is the average number of patients per week seen by primary 
care physicians, putting them at high-risk for burnout.3  

22% of physicians spend more than an
hour per day on paperwork.4

65% percent of surveyed physicians report being more 
overworked now than when their careers began.4 

Healthcare systems require IT solutions that 
simultaneously address their needs for safety, 
security, and satisfaction—all while providing the 
scalability needed to deploy and manage technology 
across a growing number of sites. 

EGI & HP Healthcare Edition Portfolio
Solving Key Challenges in a Scalable Way

EGI & HP have teamed up to take on these top healthcare challenges. With the HP Healthcare Edition Portfolio 
of ruggedized, best-in-class displays—built for safe, secure, and supportive use across health systems—and 
EGI's robust services and support delivered via the Incompass™ web application, health systems can rapidly 

scale the HP solutions they need to promote the patient-centered care they seek to deliver.

SAFE
Easy, repeatable sanitization

with germicidal wipes
reduces the spread of

HAI between patient
engagements. 

SUPPORTIVE
Advanced imaging accuracy
and optimized telemedicine
capabilities enhance each
patient engagement and 
make these screens true
clinicians’ companions.

SCALABLE
Flexible ordering, provisioning, and management for growing device

ecosystems via EGI Health’s Incompass web application. 

SECURE
Embedded privacy filters keep on-screen

patient data confidential and protect
HIPAA compliance. 

30%
of the world’s 
data production
is generated by the 
healthcare industry—and 
that proportion is only growing.5

A Closer Look at the Solution…

HC271P & HC241P 
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Drawing upon 30+ years of experience, EGI Health is uniquely qualified to address a full 
range of health system infrastructure solutions, from the Data Center to the Bedside.

Discover EGI Health & HP’s Vision  
for the Future of Care

 Together, EGI Health & HP can help your health system create and manage the ruggedized 
display screen ecosystem you need to improve caregiver performance and patient health.

Learn more at www.ergogroup.com/egi-health.
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HC271 & HC241

Clinical Review Monitors

Led by 200+ proven expert 
professionals including 55% 

Technologists / Engineers. 

Incomass™ suite of modules 
customizable to health systems’ 

device, business, IT, and 
financial needs. 

Innovative ecosystem of 
hands-on centers—CIC, VTCs, 

Configuration Centers. 

Fluency across all IT 
platforms and health 
system architectures.

13+ leading technology 
manufacturer 
partnerships.

Highest-level 
certifications 
from partners.

Results-focused, 
service-centric 

approach.


